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Church Quarterly Review

For a general introduction to the *Church Quarterly Review* see Josef L. Altholz, "The Church Quarterly Review," VPR 17, 52-57.

In supplement to Altholz's article, note that after Arthur Rawson Ashwell's death in October 1879, his successor, from 1881 until his death in November of 1885, was the Rev. Benjamin Webb.

Christopher Knight Watson was the editor from 1886 to 1901.

Volume 1, Oct 1875

CQR Italy and her Church, 1-35, William E. Gladstone. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)


CQR Nescience -- The Doctrine of Kant, 67-96, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR The Present Position of the Irish Church, 97-115, William Alexander. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR Theodore of Mopsuestia and Modern Thought, 115-147, Louis George Myine. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR Sacerdotalism, 147-157, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR The Arts, Considered as Tidemarks of History, 158-186, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR The Restoration of Paths to Dwell In, 187-196, Unknown. (12/15)


Volume 1, Jan 1876

CQR Dr. Farrar's 'Life of Christ', 257-291, Arthur Rawson Ashwell. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)


CQR The Method of Butler's 'Analogy', 337-362, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR Tennyson's 'Queen Mary', 362-383, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR The Reunion Conferences at Bonn, 383-407, Unknown. (12/15)


CQR Dean Howson 'Before the Table', 438-481, Alexander James Beresford Beresford-Hope. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

Volume 2, Apr 1876

CQR Supernatural Religion -- The Rationale of Miracles, 1-42, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR Sunday-School and Lending-Library Literature, 43-68, Charlotte Mary Yonge. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR The Utrecht Psalter, 69-117, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR Dr. Davidson's Translation of the New Testament, 117-146, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR The Unseen Universe, 146-187, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR The Burials Question, 187-202, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR Feminine Fiction, 202-226, Unknown. (12/15)


Volume 2, Jul 1876

CQR Scepticism of the Day. -- Matthew Arnold, 293-337, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR The Ancient Egyptians, 338-385, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR Bishop Gray, 385-419, Unknown. (12/15)


CQR Medieval Folklore -- Gervase of Tilbury, 465-490, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR Memoir of Norman Macleod, 490-534, William E. Gladstone. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR The Vatican Council, 504-534, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR Lord Sandon's Education Bill, 535-552, Unknown. (12/15)

Volume 3, Oct 1876


CQR Liturgical Revision, 34-63, Unknown. (12/15)


CQR The Monasteries and Religious Houses of Devonshire, 94-120, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR France in the Eighteenth Century, 120-140, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR Parochial Missions, 140-158, William Walsham How. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR Montenegro, 158-188, William Denton. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)


Volume 3, Jan 1877

CQR History of the Jewish Church, 273-300, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR Henry the Eighth's Divorce, 301-335, John Emerich Edward Dahlberg Acton. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR Positive and Cosmic Religion, 335-365, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR Parish Records, 366-380, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR Magazine Literature, 380-393, Charlotte Mary Yonge. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR The First Napoleon, 393-421, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR The Filioque Controversy and the Easterns, 421-465, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Life of the Prince Consort, 465-488, William E. Gladstone. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

Volume 4, Apr 1877
CQR Pantheism -- From the Vedas to Spinoza, 1-41, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Relation of Mind and Body, 77-112, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR The World of Fiction, 136-162, Charlotte Mary Yonge. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR The First Napoleon [Second Notice], 163-191, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR The Other World, 191-218, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Charles Kingsley, 218-235, Unknown. (12/15)

Volume 4, Jul 1877
CQR The Annihilation of the Wicked, 281-316, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR The Church of England in the Eighteenth Century, 316-357, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR The Life of Titian, 358-387, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR The Indian Mutiny, 387-421, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Lord Falkland and his Modern Critics, 421-446, Montagu Burrows. Claimed by Montagu Burrows in an article "Lord Falkland" published in P.H. Ditchfield, Memorials of Old Oxfordshire (London: Benrose and Sons, 1903). (08/16)
CQR Harriet Martineau, 446-463, Charlotte Mary Yonge. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR The Present Condition of the Relations Between Church and State, 464-485, Unknown. (12/15)

Volume 5, Oct 1877
CQR The Colonial Church, 28-67, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Revision of the Canons of 1603, 68-91, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Romance of Modern Scepticism [Review of Daniel Deronda], 91-119, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR The Book of Deuteronomy and its Critics, 142-163, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Through Nature to Christ, 164-178, Unknown. (12/15)

CQR On the Present Condition and Prospects of the Church of Ireland, 178-193, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Confession in the Church of England Historically and Legally Considered, 194-212, Sir Robert Phillimore. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR The Place of Confession in the Church's System, 212-232, Unknown. (12/15)

Volume 5, Jan 1878
CQR The Anglican Form of Ordination, 261-290, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR The Spiritual Claims of the Church of England, 290-325, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR The Life of Count Cavour, 326-347, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR English Churchmen on the Continent, 347-374, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Continental Culture, 398-425, Charlotte Mary Yonge. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR A Broad Church Bishop, 425-448, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR The Life of His Highness the Price Consort, 469-492, William E. Gladstone. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

Volume 6, Apr 1878
CQR Eternal Punishment and the Restitution of All Things, 41-73, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Government of Charles I, 73-117, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR The Influence of Savonarola in Art, 140-162, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Preaching at the Council of Trent, 162-183, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR The War Between Russia and Turkey, 202-226, Unknown. (12/15)

Volume 6, Jul 1878
CQR The Dogmatic Position of the Church of England, 279-319, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Bishop Selwyn, 355-385, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Religion in Madagascar, 385-419, Unknown. (12/15)
CQR Dante and Goethe, 419-439, Unknown. (12/15)
Volume 7, Oct 1878


CQR The History and Doctrines of Irvingism, 34-65, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR Lecky's History of England, 93-123, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Creeds and Theories of Development, 123-149, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Early Celtic Church, 149-179, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Cyprus, 179-198, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Lancashire Cotton Strike, 198-217, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 7, Jan 1879

CQR Is the Church of England Protestant?, 261-304, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Christian Position, and that of its Opponents, 304-334, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Icon Basilike, 334-369, Catherine Mary Phillimore. Reprinted as the preface in Catherine Mary Phillimore, Icon Basilike, The Portraiture of his Majesty King Charles I (Oxford and London: James Parker, 1879). (01/16)

CQR The Titles of the Psalms, 370-392, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Homer Illustrated by Recent Discovery, 392-421, Henry Hayman. In his 1882 volume on the Odyssey Hayman asserted that “a considerable portion of the arguments in this preface has appeared piecemeal in papers contributed to . . . and The Church Quarterly Review.” (11/15)

CQR How can Cathedrals best further the Culture of Church Music, 421-433, Sir John Stainer. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR The Present Position of the Gallican Church, 434-442, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Ecclesiastical Buildings Fire Insurance Bill, 1878, 442-465, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 8, Apr 1879


CQR The Wellington Despatches and George IV, 49-77, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Book of Wisdom, 77-98, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR Norwich Cathedral and the Mediaeval Church, 125-157, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Talmud, 157-192, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR The Ecclesiastical Commissioners and the National Thanksgiving Offering, 217-223, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Communism and Co-operation, 224-245, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 8, Jul 1879

CQR The English Church in the Eighteenth Century, 273-302, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Cathedrals, 302-339, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Sir Walter Scott, 339-372, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR Dieppe, 383-401, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Retreats, 401-413, Richard William Randall. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR The Scriptural View of Wine and Strong Drink, 413-436, Henry Hayman. Attributed in The Literary World, August 6, 1880: 92. (11/15)

CQR Chaka and Cetywayo, 436-465, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Situation, 465-484, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 9, Oct 1879

CQR Preaching and other Matters in Rome in 1879, 1-39, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR S. Hugh of Lincoln, 39-69, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Wellington Despatches and George IV [Second Notice], 70-93, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Middle-Class Education in England, 94-122, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR Spiritual Needs of Invalids, 139-154, Charlotte Mary Yonge. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR Diocesan Synod, or Conference, or Both?, 154-187, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Burials Question: Mr. Marten's Act, 188-199, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Doctrine of the Fathers on the Real Presence, 199-241, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 9, Jan 1880

CQR Revision of the Rubrics by the Ritual Commission and the Convocations, 269-305, Unknown. WorldCat and Project Canterbury cite E. G. Cuthbert F. Atchley as the author of this work. Since Atchley was born in 1869 this attribution appears to be incorrect. (01/16)
CQR The Four Gospels and Modern Scepticism, 305-345, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR How is it that we have a Religion?, 345-372, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Church of England Temperance Society, 373-399, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Farrar's Life of S. Paul, 399-429, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Lay Folk's Prayer-Books, 429-448, Unknown. WorldCat and Project Canterbury cite E. G. Cuthbert F. Atchley as the author of this work. Since Atchley was born in 1869 this attribution appears to be incorrect. (01/16)
CQR The Scottish Bishops, 448-468, Charlotte Mary Yonge. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR CQR Renan's 'Italy and Her Invaders', 430-439, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The Apocrypha, 327-339, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 358-372, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Heroines of Charity, 372-404, Charlotte Mary Yonge. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR The System of Land Tenure in Ancient Palestine, 404-435, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Supply of Clergy, 436-447, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 10, Apr 1880
CQR The Church of England and Prayers for the Departed, 1-25, Unknown. WorldCat and Project Canterbury cite E. G. Cuthbert F. Atchley as the author of this work. Since Atchley was born in 1869 this attribution appears to be incorrect. (01/16)
CQR The Suppression of the Templars in England, 84-99, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Debased Hellenism and the New Renaissance, 99-121, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Past and Future of Parish Registers, 122-141, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Mazarin and the Minority of Louis XIV, 141-171, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Ecclesiastical and Liturgical Colours, 173-185, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Anglican Orders: Cardinal Newman and Mr. Hutton, 186-228, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Ashwell's Life of Wilberforce, 229-259, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 10, Jul 1880
CQR Cassiodorus, 289-318, Richard William Church. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Anglo-Israelism, 318-339, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Sepulchral Monuments of the Italian Renaissance, 339-357, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 358-372, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 11, Oct 1880
CQR The Catacombs of Rome, and Certain Prevalent Misconceptions Regarding Them, 1-24, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR S. Thomas Aquinas, 59-77, Alfred Lyttleton. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (WorldCat cites E. G. Cuthbert F. Atchley as the author of this work). (03/15)
CQR Christian Imaginations of Heaven, 78-98, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Sacrificial Teaching of the Ancient Liturgies, 99-131, Unknown. WorldCat and Project Canterbury cite E. G. Cuthbert F. Atchley as the author of this work. Since Atchley was born in 1869 this attribution appears to be incorrect. (01/16)
CQR Bright's Anti-Pelagian Treatises of S. Augustine, 156-165, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Sunday School Centenary, 165-175, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Confirmation, 176-188, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Some Recent Episcopal Changes, 188-206, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Everlasting Punishment, 206-221, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 11, Jan 1881
CQR Metternich, 292-327, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Apocrypha, 327-358, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Barneveld and Grotius. -- Erastianism, 358-377, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Spencer's Data of Ethics, 377-396, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Mission and Jurisdiction; The Primitive Rule and the Roman Usurpation, 397-412, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Parliamentary Oaths and Affirmations (Hansard's Debates, 1880), 412-420, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR On the Antiquity of our Homer, 421-430, Henry Hayman. prob. In his 1882 volume on the Odyssey Hayman asserted that "a considerable portion of the arguments in this preface has appeared piecemeal in papers in . . . and The Church Quarterly Review." (11/15)
CQR Hodgkin 'Italy and Her Invaders', 430-439, Unknown. (10/15)

Volume 12, Apr 1881
CQR On Christian Marriage, 1-35, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Rise of the Huguenots, 35-48, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Targums on the Pentateuch, 48-84, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Apocryphal Gospels, 84-114, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR On Some Facts of Plant Life, 114-133, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Recent Fortunes of the Church in Oxford, 201-242, Henry Parry Liddon. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Dean Hook’s Life, 268-292, Unknown.  (01/16)

Volume 12, Jul 1881
CQR The Intermediate State, 329-370, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Cardinal Beaufort, 370-392, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Prehistoric Man, 393-408, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Hatch’s Bampton Lectures, 409-452, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Dean Stanley’s Christian Institutions, 452-479, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Illingworth’s Sermons, 479-484, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Failure of the Common School System in America, 485-514, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The Greek Text of the New Testament, 514-521, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The Revised English New Testament, 522-539, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Father Ryder and Dr. Littledale, 539-571, Unknown.  (01/16)

Volume 13, Oct 1881
CQR The British Church, 1-28, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Recent Translations of the Septuagint, 67-84, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR On Brain Science in Relation to Religion, 107-128, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Deacons and Subdeacons, 128-140, William Bright. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR A Roman Ecclesiastic: Vincenzo Anivitti, 141-160, Henry Richards Luard. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Dr. Farrar’s ‘Mercy and Judgment’, 160-180, Unknown.  (01/16)

Volume 13, Jan 1882
CQR Palestine Exploration, 273-299, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Spiritualism: Its Facts and Its Fictions, 314-335, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Cardinal Kemp, 336-353, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Dr. Allon on Congregationalism, 376-382, Rev. Thomas Hancock. Identified as by the Rev. T. Hancock in the Library Journal, November 1882: 280. (01/16)
CQR The Argument from Design as Affected by Modern Scientific Theories, 383-398, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The New Education Code Proposals, 398-419, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Westcott and Hort’s Greek Text of the New Testament, 419-451, Unknown. possib.  (01/16)

Volume 14, Apr 1882
CQR Ireland Before and After Emancipation, 1-36, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR On the Clementine Liturgy, 37-57, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Charles Lowder, 57-69, William Bright. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Convocation in 1701, 69-88, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The Rise of Buddhism, 88-107, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The Salvation Army, 107-134, Arthur James Mason. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR John Inglesant, 134-144, Henry Scott Holland. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Not Nonconformists, But Dissenters, 176-199, Rev. Thomas Hancock. Identified as by the Rev. T. Hancock in the Library Journal, November 1882: 280. (01/16)

Volume 14, Jul 1882
CQR The Early Masters of Cologne, 257-275, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The Liturgy and Ritual of the Anglo-Saxon Church, 276-294, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Principal Shairp’s Writings, 294-309, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR Dr. Cyriacus’ Ecclesiastical History, 309-331, John Wordsworth. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Charles Darwin and Evolution, 347-367, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The Writings and Life of Scotus Erigena, 390-422, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The Province of Skepticism and the Limits of Free Thought, 422, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The Argument from Design as Affected by Modern Scientific Theories, 435, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The New Education Code Proposals, 435-451, Unknown.  (01/16)
CQR The Religious Census and the National Church, 451-470, Unknown.  (01/16)
Volume 15, Oct 1882

CQR Holland's 'Logic and Life', and Other Sermons, 1-24, Richard William Church. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR Convocation under Queen Anne, 25-45, George Gresley Perry. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR The Social and Religious Condition of Wales, 45-77, Alfred Ollivant. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)


CQR Ants, 110-127, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Canon Cook on the Revised Version of the First Three Gospels, 127-139, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Mozley's Reminiscences, 139-169, Alexander James Beresford Beresford-Hope. possib. The Exeter and Plymouth Gazette Daily Telegrams of October 10, 1882 reports that this article "is understood to be from the pen of Mr. Beresford-Hope, M.P." (01/16)

CQR The Grahamaestown Judgment and the Judicial Committee, 169-184, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Natural Religion, 184-212, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Church in 1882, 212-216, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 15, Jan 1883

CQR Pusey's S. Cyril of Alexandria, 257-291, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Anderson's Early Christian Remains in Scotland, 291-300, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR The Revised Version and Its Critics, 343-368, Rev. Edwin Gould. prob. At the Meeting of the American Conference of New Church Ministers in June 1882 a paper by the Rev. Edwin Gould, rejecting the revised version of the New Testament, was announced as to "be printed in the New Church Quarterly Review. " (01/16)

CQR The Supreme Court of Appeal in Ecclesiastical Cases, 368-380, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Edward Bouverie Pusey, 381-404, Charles Wellington Furse. prob. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Unlawful, 404-430, Henry Temple. prob. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR Can Unfermented Wine be used in the Holy Communion?, 430-468, Arthur John Worlledge. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR The Retropect of 1882, 468-473, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 16, Apr 1883

CQR Palgrave's 'Visions of England', 1-10, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Langen's History of the Roman Church, 11-30, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Folk-Tales, 31-46, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Dr. Farrar's 'Early Days of Christianity', 47-70, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Claims of Authority in Matters of Faith, 71-94, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR The Increase of the Episcopate, 153-184, Unknown. Reprinted in 1885 in a volume Google Books associates with Charles Berners Penrice. The volume itself identifies its author as a West Riding Vicar (01/16)

CQR Latter Years of Bishop Wilberforce, 185-202, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Deprivation as a Penalty for Contempt of Court in Ecclesiastical Cases, 203-209, Unknown. (01/16)


Volume 16, Jul 1883

CQR Church Organization in the Royal Navy, 257-269, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Legal and Historical Value of the Study of the Canon Law, 270-281, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR Pierre Francois Le Courayer, 313-331, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR Evolution, Ethics and Religion, 346-375, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR The Nomenclature of English Dissent, 402-420, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Catholic Side of Anglicanism, 420-444, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR M. Renan's Souvenirs, 444-463, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Our Duty on the Marriage Question, 463-465, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 17, Oct 1883

CQR Pelliccia's Polity of the Christian Church, 1-20, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Suppression of Convocation, 21-34, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The So-Called Arguments for Anglo-Israelism, 34-47, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Ornaments Rubric and the Vestments, 47-69, William Bright. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR The Prospects of Religion and Society in France, 70-85, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Evidential Aspect of the Sacraments, 85-100, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR The New Education Code, 140-161, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Faith and Science, 162-176, Unknown. (01/16)


Volume 17, Jan 1884
CQR The Textual Development of Greek Liturgies, 24-51, Unknown. WorldCat and Project Canterbury cite E. G. Cuthbert F. Atchley as the author of this work. Since Atchley was born in 1869 this attribution appears to be incorrect. (01/16)

CQR Religion and Science: Bishop Temple’s Bampton Lectures, 51-72, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR The Athenasian Creed Again Assailed, 187-196, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Clergy Pensions, 197-217, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 20, Jul 1885


CQR The Rise and Decay of the English Yeomanry, 286-306, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Charles Leslie and the Nonjurors, 307-322, Unknown. (01/16)


CQR Benham’s Diocesan History of Winchester, 376-394, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Moralsities of Socialism, 394-415, Rev. Moritz Kaufmann. Reprinted with changes in Moritz Kaufmann, Socialism and Modern Thought (London: Methuen & Co., 1895). (01/16)

CQR Religion and Science: Canon Curteis’s Boyle Lectures, 416-427, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Did the State Establish the Church?, 427-438, Thomas Moore. possib. London at the Opening of the Twentieth Century. Contemporary Biographies (Brighton: W.T. Pike & Co., 1905: 150) asserts that Moore wrote in the CQR on “Church and State” after April 1885. (01/16)

CQR The Revised Version of the Old Testament, 438-461, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Clergy Pensions Institution, 461-478, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 21, Oct 1885


CQR Jessopp’s Diocesan History of Norwich, 21-37, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Buddhistic Theosophy, 38-57, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Fremantle’s Bampton Lectures, 57-88, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Position of the Old Irish Church, 89-96, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Luca Della Robbia and His School, 97-115, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Apostolical Succession, 116-136, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Did the State Endow the Church?, 136-148, Thomas Moore. possib. London at the Opening of the Twentieth Century. Contemporary Biographies (Brighton: W.T. Pike & Co., 1905: 150) asserts that Moore wrote in the CQR on “Church and State” after April 1885. (This is obviously a companion piece to a July 1885 article.) (01/16)

CQR The New Pluralities Act, 148-166, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Lansdell’s ‘Russian Central Asia’, 166-180, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Revised Version of the Old Testament. Second Article, 181-213, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 21, Jan 1886


CQR The New Man and the Eternal Life, 271-284, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Church in the United States of America, 284-303, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Education and Eton College, 304-313, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Dr. Edersheim’s ‘Warburton Lectures’, 314-328, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Evolution and Design, 329-340, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Free Schools, 340-355, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Epistles of S. Ignatius, 356-389, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Hades and Gehenna, 389-402, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Mr. St. George Mivart and Papal Infallibility, 403-410, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Threefold Ministry, 411-431, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Herbert Spencer’s ‘Ecclesiastical Institutions’, 431-450, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Church and the Elections, 451-460, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR In Memoriam The Rev. Benjamin Webb, 461-464, Unknown. Benjamin Webb is declared to have been for five years, since the death of Canon Ashwell, editor of the Church Quarterly Review. (01/16)

Volume 22, Apr 1886

CQR The New Testament and Professor Salmon’s Introduction, 1-21, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Mystical Interpretation of Holy Scripture, 22-64, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR The Atomic Theory, 65-90, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Nonconformist Objections to the Establishment, 91-115, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Isaac Casabon as a Churchman, 115-126, John Henry Overton. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)

CQR The Influence of the Pulpit, 126-145, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR George Cassander, 146-161, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Materialism in Modern Art, 162-188, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Ellen Watson, 188-205, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Church reform, 205-223, Unknown. (01/16)
Volume 22, Jul 1886

CQR The Evolution of Theology, 265-287, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Home Mission-Work in Large Towns, 287-310, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR On Some Patristic Interpretations of Scripture in the Second Century, 310-332, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Bishop Hall and His Times, 333-352, John Henry Overton. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Cur Deus Homo? Or the Purpose of the Incarnation, 352-367, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Edna Lyall's Novels, 367-380, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Monumental Evidences of Christianity, 381-409, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Dr. Martineau's Types of Ethical Theory, 410-428, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The History of Interpretation, 429-447, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Architectural History of Cambridge, 448-479, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 23, Oct 1886

CQR Expansion or Disruption, 1-31, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Recent Translations from S. Cyril of Alexandria, 32-52, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Age of Confirmation, 52-83, Unknown. Attributed to Atchely in WorldCat and Project Canterbury. Atchley was only 17 at this time, so this attribution is highly suspect. (01/16)
CQR The Ambrosian Breviary, 83-112, William Chatterly Bishop. Attributed in Fernand Cabrol, The Mass of the Western Rite (1934) and many other locations. (Attributed, apparently erroneously, to Atchley in WorldCat and Project Canterbury.) (11/15)
CQR Church Work in Rural Parishes, 112-134, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Father Paolo Sarpi, 135-155, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Idealism in Morals, 156-175, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Compulsory Clergy Pensions, 196-207, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 23, Jan 1887

CQR Egyptian Christianity, 265-297, Henry Parry Liddon. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Microcosmus: Man and His World, 298-316, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Royal Commission on Elementary Education, 316-344, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR A Scottish Bishop of the Eighteenth Century, 344-362, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Early Church History, 362-382, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Antiquities of Devon, 383-397, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Apparent Failure No Prejudice to the Victory of the Church, 398-412, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Spiritual Significance of the Apocalypse, 412-429, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 24, Apr 1887

CQR The Convocation of York: Its Difficulties and Prospects, 453-473, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Church Authority, 1-37, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Convocation, Divorce, and the Power of the Keys, 68-94, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Empress Eudocia, 94-115, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Language Spoken By Christ and the Apostles, 144-168, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Life and Work of Lord Shaftesbury, 168-195, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Lord Selborne's Defence of the Church of England, 195-214, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Note on the Jerusalem Bishopric, 225-227, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 24, Jul 1887

CQR Recent Works on St. Augustine, 257-287, Richard Travers Smith. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR An Irish Dominican in the Pulpit, 288-304, William Alexander. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR A French Diocesan, 304-324, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR An English Martyr Bishop, 324-340, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR A Parson Poet, 341-356, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Church in England from William III. to Victoria, 356-369, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Substitutes for Christianity, 369-398, George Salmon. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Substitutes for Christianity, 369-398, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Lectures on History at Oxford, 398-418, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Through Man to God, 419-436, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Recent Art Criticism, 437-458, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Reform of Convocation, 459-482, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 25, Oct 1887

CQR Sceptical Christianity, 28-50, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Shelley and the Shelley Society, 51-77, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Is Reservation Lawful?, 77-90, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR J. A. De Thou, 90-106, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Sermons, 107-118, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The National Synod, 119-138, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Religion in Ireland: Past and Present, 138-161, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Fifty Years of English Art, 161-182, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Fifty Years of Documentary Discoveries on Church History, 182-203, Unknown. (01/16)

CQR Volume 25, Jan 1888

CQR Christianity and the Service of Man, 257-285, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The First Christian Philosophers, 318-338, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Papal Infallibility and Galileo, 338-362, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Italian Renaissance and the Roman Catholic Reaction, 362-388, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Culture of the Horrible: Mr. Haggard's Stories, 389-411, Alexander Crummell, possib. Attributed to A. Crummell without any supporting information in Gerald Monsman’s 2002 edition of Haggard’s King Solomon’s Mines. (01/16)
CQR Two More Translations of the Divina Commedia, 412-435, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Owen’s Dogmatic Theology, 448-464, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Ingram’s History of the Union, 464-492, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR In Memoriam: A.J.B. Beresford-Hope, 492-493, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 26, Apr 1888

CQR Charles Darwin, 31-47, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The National Gallery, 48-67, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Liberationist Fallacies, 68-94, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Messiah in the Old Testament, 95-123, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Philosophy of America, 124-137, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Mason’s Manual of Christian Doctrine, 137-153, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The First Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthians, 154-170, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Angevin Kings of England, 171-184, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Conversion of the Jews, 185-204, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Pessimism and Scientific Meliorism, 205-222, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 26, Jul 1888

CQR Three Church Dictionaries, 326-340, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Francis of Assisi and the Renaissance, 340-362, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Future Retribution, 363-387, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Creighton’s History of the Papacy, 388-406, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Tudor’s Philosophy of Church Life, 407-423, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Caswell — The New Antigone -- Robert Elsemere, 423-446, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Professor Harnack’s History of Church Doctrine, 447-468, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 27, Oct 1888

CQR The Lambeth Conference of 1888, 1-22, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Martineau’s Study of Religion, 23-50, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Ralph Waldo Emerson, 51-68, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Morality and its Sanction, 68-84, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Great Flood, 85-101, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Apocrypha, 138-153, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Makers of Venice, 153-174, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Memorials of Archbishop Trench, 174-188, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Report of Education Commission, 189-219, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 27, Jan 1889

CQR Gordon’s Letters, 257-279, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Names of God, 280-296, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Christian Biography and Literature, 296-316, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Roman Question – Rivington and Gore, 332-352, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Quignon Breviary, 353-379, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Dorothy Osborne’s Letters, 379-391, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Renan’s History of Israel, 391-408, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR English Ceremonial, 409-424, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR John Gerson, 425-438, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Optimistic Flaws in Modern Thought, 439-458, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 28, Apr 1889

CQR Episcopal Comments on the Lambeth Conference, 1-31, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Certain Graver Aspects of the Roman Position, 31-54, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Gore's Ministry of the Christian Church, 54-73, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Plumptre's Life of Bishop Ken, 74-93, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Henry Bradshaw and the Cambridge University Library, 94-112, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Burgon's Lives of Twelve Good Men, 133-142, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR The Cradle of Islam, 142-160, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Ancient Western Sacramentaries, 182-205, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Benvenuto Cellini, 205-222, Unknown. (01/16)

Volume 28, Jul 1889

CQR The History and Philosophy of Luxury, 261-296, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Mysticism in Theology, 297-315, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Ancient Rome, 315-340, Unknown. (01/16)
CQR Dollinger and Reusch on the Jesuits, 341-371, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Mark Pattison, 371-391, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Origins of Irish Christianity, 391-414, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Recent Hymnology, 457-466, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Luckock on the Divine Liturgy, 467-477, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Hutton's Essays, 478-500, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 29, Oct 1889

CQR Roman Infallibility, 1-29, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Clarendon's History of the Rebellion, 30-49, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Proposed Changes in the Scottish Liturgy, 49-72, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR W. G. Ward and the Oxford Movement, 72-98, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The American Commonwealth, 98-122, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The New Education Code, 159-174, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Christian Symbolism, 174-195, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Condition of the Poor at the East End of London, 195-225, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR In Memoriam. Lord Addington, 225-226, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 29, Jan 1890

CQR Further Considerations on Proposed Changes in the Scottish Liturgy, 288-307, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Annals of the 'Low Church Party', 308-316, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Methods of Truth-Seeking, 317-339, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Three Controversial Novels [Lee's Faithful and Unfaithful; Deland's John Ward, Preacher; Schreiner's The Story of an African Farm, 339-354, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Mr. Baring-Gould and the Holy Eucharist in the First Three Centuries, 355-385, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR English Monasticism in the Sixteenth Century, 386-400, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Farrar's Lives of the Fathers, 400-424, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Robert Brett, His Life and Work, 425-437, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Educational Work of the Church of Ireland, 437-453, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Prevention of Pauperism, 465-486, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 30, Apr 1890

CQR The Foundations of the Creed, 1-29, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Mr. Marion Crawford's Novels, 29-49, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Dante's Political Ideal, 50-78, Edward Armstrong. Attributed to Armstrong in James Westfall Thompson, Reference Studies in Mediaeval History (1907) and in the Dictionary of National Biography. (08/16)
CQR Rogers and Gretton, 78-93, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Physical Realism, 94-109, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR A History of French Painting, 109-133, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Whittier and American Poetry, 160-171, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Free Education, 171-182, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Lady Georgiana Fullerton, 182-194, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 30, Jul 1890

CQR Hampton Court, 273-296, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Origin of Religion, 297-312, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Robert Browning, 313-338, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Century Dictionary, 339-352, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Quakerism and the Church of England, 352-363, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Missionary Appeal, 364-379, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Memoirs of Bishop McDougall and Harriette His Wife, 379-389, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Courthope's Life of Pope, 389-406, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Saxon or Scandinavian?, 406-423, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Sedgwick's Life and Letters, 424-437, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Disendowment, 437-454, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The New Education Code, 454-470, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 31, Oct 1890

CQR The Unrecorded Sayings of Our Lord, 1-21, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR St. Augustine's 'City of God', 22-44, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The 'Tercentenary' Literature of the Congregational Union, 463-482, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 37, Oct 1893

CQR Is it Possible to Obtain Help for Denominational Schools Out of the Rates?, 1-20, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Apologetics, 20-49, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR W. G. Ward in the Church of Rome, 67-84, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Herbert Spencer's 'Principles of Ethics', 84-101, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR St. Mary the Virgin, Oxford, 101-118, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Apollinaris of Laodicea, 118-137, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 166-179, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Foregleams of Christianity, 179-192, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR William Law, 193-204, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Parish Councils Bill, 204-214, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Natural Theology and Evolution, 257-275, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Old Testament and Modern Criticism, 276-300, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Bernard of Clairvaux, 300-321, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Aristotle and Christian Ethics, 321-337, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Judaism in Fiction, 364-376, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Theodulf of Orleans, 377-393, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Dr. Pusey, 393-445, William John Butler. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Mr. Andrew Lang and Homer, 472-496, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 37, Jan 1894

CQR The Primitive Church and the Papal Claims, Part I, 1-30, William Bright. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Santa Teresa, 30-55, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Roof of Asia, 55-76, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Mr. Gladstone on Heresy and Schism, 76-87, Darwell Stone. prob. Attributed by Dr. Claude Jenkins as reported by F.L. Cross, Darwell Stone: Churchman and Counsellor (Westminster: Dacre Press, 1943). (08/16)
CQR Our Social Outlook, 311-327, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Chinese Central Asia, 327-346, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Gelasian Sacramentary, 347-358, Edward Godfrey Cuthbert Frederic Atchley. possib. This is one of several 1894-6 articles attributed to Atchley by WorldCat and Project Canterbury. (01/16)
CQR Sanday's Bampton Lectures on Inspiration, 359-379, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Hort's Hulsean Lectures on the Way, the Truth, the Life, 379-393, Darwell Stone. prob. Attributed by Dr. Claude Jenkins as reported by F.L. Cross, Darwell Stone: Churchman and Counsellor (Westminster: Dacre Press, 1943). (08/16)
CQR The Origin of the Gallican Church, 393-408, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR University Extension in Oxford and the Non-Collegiate System, 409-424, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Mediaeval Preaching in Italy: Fifteenth Century, 424-455, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Some Recent Novels, 455-472, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 38, Apr 1894

CQR English Cathedrals, 50-70, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Canon Overton on the Nineteenth Century, 87-97, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Letters of Mr. Lowell, 97-123, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Glacial Period and the Antiquity of Man, 123-138, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR An English Princess at the Court of Louis XIV, 138-151, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Mr. St. George Mivart on 'The Happiness in Hell', 152-169, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Villainage in England, 169-182, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Crutwell's 'Literary History of Early Christianity', 183-199, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 38, Jul 1894

CQR The Proposed Episcopate for Spanish Protestants, 283-310, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Our Social Outlook, 311-327, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Chinese Central Asia, 327-346, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Gelasian Sacramentary, 347-358, Edward Godfrey Cuthbert Frederic Atchley. possib. This is one of several 1894-6 articles attributed to Atchley by WorldCat and Project Canterbury. (01/16)
CQR Sanday's Bampton Lectures on Inspiration, 359-379, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Hort's Hulsean Lectures on the Way, the Truth, the Life, 379-393, Darwell Stone. prob. Attributed by Dr. Claude Jenkins as reported by F.L. Cross, Darwell Stone: Churchman and Counsellor (Westminster: Dacre Press, 1943). (08/16)
CQR The Origin of the Gallican Church, 393-408, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR University Extension in Oxford and the Non-Collegiate System, 409-424, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Mediaeval Preaching in Italy: Fifteenth Century, 424-455, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Some Recent Novels, 455-472, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 39, Oct 1894

CQR The Primitive Church and the Papal Claims, Part I, 1-30, William Bright. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR Santa Barbara, 30-55, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Roof of Asia, 55-76, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Mr. Gladstone on Heresy and Schism, 76-87, Darwell Stone. prob. Attributed by Dr. Claude Jenkins as reported by F.L. Cross, Darwell Stone: Churchman and Counsellor (Westminster: Dacre Press, 1943). (08/16)
CQR Greek Papyri, 88-106, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Bright's 'Waymarks in Church History', 122-136, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Textual Criticism of the New Testament, 137-159, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR A British Pelagian, 160-173, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The London School Board Election, 204-217, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  The Primitive Church and the Papal Claims, Part II, 273-321, William Bright. Josef L. Altholz, VPR 17, 52-57. (03/15)
CQR  Dr. Pusey, 336-357, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  Creighton's 'History of the Papacy', 357-378, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  Mr. Gladstone on the Atonement, 378-395, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  The Life of Christ in Art, 396-416, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  The Science of Church Missions, 416-441, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  The Younger Poets, 457-473, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  Recent Works on Egypt, 474-501, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  Note on the Elections for the London School Board, 501-507, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 40, Apr 1895
CQR  Erasmus and the Reformation in England, 40-63, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  Archbishop Laud, 63-85, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  The Life and Letters of Dean Church, 85-102, Darwell Stone. prob. Attributed by Dr. Claude Jenkins as reported by F.L. Cross, Darwell Stone: Churchman and Counsellor (Westminster: Dacre Press, 1943). (08/16)
CQR  The Text of the Syriac Gospels, 102-132, George Henry Gwilliam. prob. Attributed by Frederick Conybeare in a letter in the June 9, 1897 issue of the Guardian. (08/16)
CQR  The Troper and the Gradual, 132-149, Edward Godfrey Cuthbert Frederic Atchley. possib. This is one of several 1894-6 articles attributed to Atchley by WorldCat and Project Canterbury. (01/16)
CQR  Evolution and Man's Place in Nature, 150-168, Edward Godfrey Cuthbert Frederic Atchley. possib. This is one of several 1894-6 articles attributed to Atchley by WorldCat and Project Canterbury. (01/16)
CQR  Pseudo-Mozarabic Offices, 169-189, Edward Godfrey Cuthbert Frederic Atchley. possib. This is one of several 1894-6 articles attributed to Atchley by WorldCat and Project Canterbury. (01/16)
CQR  Illingworth's Bampton Lectures, 190-208, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 41, Jan 1896
CQR  Anglican Orders, 281-303, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  Deuteronomy and the 'Higher Criticism', 334-358, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  Dr. Rigg on the Oxford Movement, 359-372, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  Bishop French of Lahore, 372-395, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  The Early History of Divine Service, 395-421, Edward Godfrey Cuthbert Frederic Atchley. possib. This is one of several 1894-6 articles attributed to Atchley by WorldCat and Project Canterbury. (01/16)
CQR  Benjamin Jowett, 440-450, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  Nelson and Naval Warfare, 451-471, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  The 'Economic Review' -- A Reply to Professor Stanton, 471-488, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR  The Educational Crisis -- a Continuation, 489-503, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR St. Catherine of Genoa, 364-385, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Textual Criticism of the New Testament, 437-449, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Maspero’s ‘Mêlées des Peuples’ and the S.P.C.K., 449-473, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 45, Oct 1897
CQR The Planting of the English Church, 1-25, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Archbishop Benson’s ‘Cryian’, 25-53, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Early Christian Missions in Some of Their Relations to Heathen Religions, 53-80, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Athanasian Creed, 80-94, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR A Great Schoolmaster Sixty Years Since, 94-109, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Development of Religion, 110-130, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Celtic Church in Wales, 130-151, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Apocryphal Apocalypses and the Apocalypse of St. John, 151-162, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Diocese of Lincoln, 174-190, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 45, Jan 1898
CQR Dr. Pusey, 279-296, Darwell Stone. prob. Attributed by Dr. Claude Jenkins as reported by F.L. Cross, Darwell Stone: Churchman and Counsellor (Westminster: Dacre Press, 1943). (08/16)
CQR St. Paul or Mr. Baring-Gould?, 296-312, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Tennyson, 331-356, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Benjamin Jowett, 382-409, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Dr. Pulummer’s Commentary on St. Luke, 409-427, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Internal Order of an English Monastery, 427-450, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Ecclesiastical Law in England, 450-470, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Canon Overton on the Church in England, 471-480, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 46, Apr 1898
CQR Butler of Wantage, 23-39, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Apocalypse and the Religion of the Empire, 39-52, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Some Typical Novels, 52-72, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Solomona Caesar Malan., D.D., 73-94, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR St. William of Norwich, 94-107, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR English Poetry from Wyatt to Marlowe, 107-121, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Science and Theology, 121-141, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Early Stone Age in Northern Europe, 141-165, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Posthumous Popularity of Dante, 165-186, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Landscape in Poetry, 186-200, Unknown. (08/16)

Volume 46, Jul 1898
CQR Bodley’s ‘France’, 265-289, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Church in the Villages, 289-305, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Roman Breviary, 306-318, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Wanted, a Longer Catechism, 332-347, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR Christian Institutions, 347-369, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Letters of Elizabeth Barret Browning, 369-391, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The New Dictionary of the Bible, 392-408, Unknown. (08/16)
CQR The Princesse de Lamballe, 409-421, Unknown. (08/16)
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